5/13/2021

Dear Editors,

Thank you for the review of my manuscript number 65101: ‘Updates in Diagnosis and Management of Pancreatic Cysts’. I appreciate the comments by the peer reviewers.

1. Regarding the self-cited references, they are all relevant to the content, and I was given permission by the Editorial Office to keep the 9 self-citations.
2. I have placed all figures into Powerpoint with arrows as appropriate.
3. The references have been edited to include Pubmed numbers, DOI citation and all authors and run through the auto-analyzer.
4. Five of the 8 figures were published in ‘Chiang AL, Lee LS. Clinical approach to incidental pancreatic cysts. World J Gastroenterol 2016;22(3):1236–45.’ This citation has been included in the figure legends of Figures 1-5. Permission to use these figures has been granted from World Journal of Gastroenterology by Xiang Li.

Please let me know if there is anything else I can address.

Thank you very much for your thoughtful review and guidance.

Sincerely,

Linda Lee, MD